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D1.4.1 Report accompanying Manually Annotated Reference Corpus

Abstract
The Khresmoi project is building a multi-lingual search and access system for biomedical information
and documents. The project is using automatic recognition of medical entities in text, such as Disease
and Drugs, to assist with that search. Automatic recognition of these entities is trained by manual
correction of machine annotations. This correction leads to the construction of a corpus of manually
corrected documents, which may be of use in other biomedical NLP tasks.
__________________________________
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1 Executive summary
The Khresmoi project is using automatic recognition of medical entities in text, such as Disease and
Drugs, to assist with search of biomedical documents. Automatic recognition is trained iteratively
using manually correction of automatic annotations in text. A side effect of this process is the
production of a corpus of manually corrected documents, that may be of use in other biomedical
language processing tasks.
The corpus consists of two parts. The first part is an initial corpus constructed during the early part of
the Khresmoi project, the second part is the ongoing collection of annotations as part of the iterative
training of the entity recognition system. This report describes these two parts: their structure; the
document format used; the annotations contained within documents; and gives statistics describing the
corpus.
Khresmoi is improving the performance of entity recognition by coupling automatic recognition with
manual correction, in an iterative machine learning approach. The manual data being collected as a
result of that correction, and which accompanies this report, is a valuable resource beyond Khresmoi,
of potential use in training and evaluating other biomedical language processing applications.

2 Introduction
This report accompanies Khresmoi deliverable D1.4.1, Manually Annotated Reference Corpus, and
describes the content of that deliverable. The reference corpus is a collection of Khresmoi web
documents with key entities (such as disease, drug) marked (annotated), in the text. It has been
constructed by first annotating these entities with an imperfect automatic process. These automatic
annotations have then been corrected by several human operators, and the differences between these
human operators resolved to give the final reference corpus.

2.1 Background
The Khresmoi project is building a multi-lingual search and access system for biomedical information
and documents [14]. Several technologies are used to improve search, including machine recognition
of medical entities within text, and linking of these to the Khresmoi Knowledge Base. Machine
recognition of entities requires training data, and this is provided by the Manually Annotated
Reference Corpus accompanying this report.
Entity recognition and corpus creation are coupled iteratively, in that:
1.

an initial machine annotated corpus is created;

2.

this is corrected by human annotators;

3.

the machine entity recognition model is updated with these corrections

4. the steps are repeated.
This process and the results from running it are reported in the sibling report D1.4.2, “Report on
Coupling Manual and Automatic Annotation” [6].
Manual annotations are corrected according to a set of guidelines, described in Khresmoi deliverable
D1.1 “Manual Annotation Guidelines and Management Protocol”[5], which were themselves based on
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the project requirements, described in Khresmoi Deliverable D8.2 “Use case definition including
concrete data requirements” [7].
An early version of the system used to create automatic annotations was described in D1.2 “Initial
prototype for semantic annotation of the Khresmoi literature” [2], and early results of the manual
annotation described in D1.3 “Report on Results of the WP1 First Evaluation Phase” [1].

2.2 Summary of this report
The description of the reference corpus given in this report consists of two parts. The first, described
below in the section “Initial corpus”, was constructed while Khresmoi project requirements were
elucidated. With the second part, described under “Ongoing corpus”, construction was started after
requirements were complete. Construction of this second corpus is ongoing. The delivered corpus, and
this accompanying report, will be updated as further data becomes available.

3 Initial corpus
This section describes the initial corpus: what documents it is composed of; the document format; a
description of the annotation schema (i.e. what annotations are present in documents, and what
information is associated with them); and the corpus content, as high level document and annotation
statistics.

3.1 Corpus description
The original corpus consisted of 883 documents randomly drawn from the Gene Home Reference [8].
These were automatically annotated by the application described in D1.2 “Initial prototype for
semantic annotation of the Khresmoi literature” [2] , to mark anatomical locations and medical
problems. Three annotators corrected each document independently, and a fourth annotator created a
“consensus” set, checking and resolving differences between annotators.
For some of these 883 documents, one or more annotators failed to provide any Anatomy or Problem
annotations. These were removed from the final corpus, to leave 625 documents.

3.2 Document format
Documents are provided in GATE XML format, a standard based stand off markup. This format is
described in [9]. Documents may either be opened directly in a desktop tool, GATE Developer, or
may be opened via the GATE Embedded Library API, and manipulated programmatically [10,11].
Documents may be converted to other formats either via the GATE Developer menus, or using GATE
Embedded Library. New formats may be trivially supported by writing an exporter for the GATE
Embedded Library [12].
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3.3 Schema
Documents are structured in the following way:
•

A document may contain several annotation sets: i.e. named sets grouping several annotations
together, for example all annotations created by a single annotator

•

Each annotation set may contain several named types of annotation, such as “Disease” or
“Anatomy”

•

Each annotation may contain a map of feature names to values

The annotations in the initial corpus are organised as follows:
•

•

•

Annotation sets: all documents may contain these sets of annotations:
◦

preprocessing: annotations added by automatic annotation, for correction

◦

annotator1: corrections of the preprocessing set by an annotator

◦

annotator2: corrections of the preprocessing set by a second annotator

◦

annotator3: corrections of the preprocessing set by a third annotator

◦

consensus: manual reconciliation of sets annotator1,2,3

Annotations: all of the above annotation sets may contain these annotations:
◦

Section: splitting the document in to sections that contain content, as opposed to
sections that contain administrative, presentation and other such material (for
example, disclaimers and web page menus).

◦

Problem: an annotation describing a disease, medical problem, etc. These are only
found inside Section annotations.

◦

Anatomy; an annotation describing an anatomical location. These are only found
inside Section annotations.

Features: the Anatomy and Problem annotations are assigned a type from the Khresmoi
Knowledge Base, using type identifiers from the UMLS semantic network [13]. The
following types are used:
◦

Anatomy: T023 (Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component), T029 (Body Location or
Region), T030 (Body Space or Junction)

◦

Problem: T047 (Disease or Syndrome), T048 (Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction),
T191 (Neoplastic Process), T020 (Acquired Abnormality), T037 (Injury or
Poisoning), T190 (Anatomical Abnormality)
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3.4 Content
The corpus contains documents with the following characteristics:
Number of documents

625

Number of tokens

Minimum

26

Median

727

Mean

1039.8

Maximum

8306

in documents (excluding markup)

The number of semantic annotations in these documents is as follows:

Annotation

Semantic
type

Semantic type label

Number of annotations
with this type

Problem

T047

Disease or Syndrome

9973

T048

Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction

235

T191

Neoplastic Process

986

T020

Acquired Abnormality

67

T037

Injury or Poisoning

66

T190

Anatomical Abnormality

83

T023

Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component

1147

T029

Body Location or Region

409

T030

Body Space or Junction

78

Anatomy
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4 Ongoing corpus construction
This section describes the ongoing corpus, i.e. that portion of the corpus that is still being collected.
The section describes what documents it is composed of; the document format; a description of the
annotation schema (i.e. what annotations are present in documents, and what information is associated
with them); and the corpus content, as high level document and annotation statistics.
As this portion of the corpus is still being collected, the description is incomplete, in that further
documents and annotation of those documents will be added as they become available. As the
manually corrected corpus grows, further documents will be added.

4.1 Corpus description
The ongoing corpus currently consists of two sets of documents, equal numbers of which have been
automatically annotated, and are being manually corrected:
•

CouchDb documents: i.e. documents drawn from the full Khresmoi web crawl, which are
stored in a CouchDb database by the Khresmoi Health On the Net partner (HON). In the
corpus, the names of these documents are prefixed with the letter “W”.

•

Wikipedia medical pages. Wikipedia does not allow crawling, and so these are therefore
downloaded separately. In the corpus, the names of these documents are prefixed with the
letter “K”.

In both cases, documents are selected to meet useful criteria for manual annotation: English
documents of a length that can be done by a human annotator in 15 to 30 minutes, which
experimentation with annotators has shown to be between 200 and 2000 non-markup tokens, i.e.
tokens that are not HTML tags.

4.1.1 CouchDB document preparation
1. Retrieved 19000 documents from CouchDB by language “en”, and with the highest
relevancy as given by a score calculated by HON. This score is provided with each
document record in the HON database.
2. Filtered document with between 200 and 2000 Tokens which leaves us with 6950
documents.
3. These documents are processed with the GATE application described in Deliverable

D1.4.2 to give the a set of automatic annotations, as described in the “Schema” section
below, and are currently being corrected by manual annotators.
4.1.2 Wikipedia document preparation
1. A Wikipedia dump of medically relevant English language pages, as used in
Khresmoi, was converted to 10284 individual GATE document files where the
document name was created in the form “K_” concatenated with the URL-encoded
title of the page.
2. From this, 5518 documents with 200..2000 Tokens were selected.
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3. These documents are processed with the GATE application described in Deliverable

D1.4.2 to give the a set of automatic annotations, as described in the “Schema” section
below, and are currently being corrected by manual annotators.

4.2 Document format
Documents are provided in GATE XML format, as described for the Initial Corpus.

4.3 Schema
In the same way as for Initial Corpus, documents are structured to contain annotations grouped into
sets. The annotations in the ongoing corpus are organised as shown below. Note that in the ongoing
exercise the use of a consensus annotator to resolve annotator differences, has been replaced with the
use of larger numbers of individual annotators, the intention being to use a voting strategy for
differences.
•

•

•

Annotation sets: all documents may contain these sets of annotations:
◦

preprocessing: annotations added by automatic annotation, for correction

◦

annotator1-7: corrections of the preprocessing set by up to seven annotators

Annotations: all of the above annotation sets may contain these annotations:
◦

Content and Non-content: splitting the document in to sections that contain content, as
described earlier.

◦

Disease: an annotation describing a disease, medical problem etc. These are only
found inside Content annotations.

◦

Anatomy: an annotation describing an anatomical location. These are only found
inside Content annotations.

◦

Drug: an annotation describing a prescribed drug. These are only found inside Content
annotations.

◦

Investigation: an annotation describing a medical investigation. These are only found
inside Content annotations.

Features: the following features are added to pre-processed document. Annotations added
by annotators will have no features.
◦

comment: an optional comment, that may be added by annotators

◦

cui: Khresmoi Knowledge Base instance identifier, based on the UMLS concept
identifier for the marked entity

◦

tui: Khresmoi Knowledge Base instance identifier, based on the UMLS semantic type
identifier for the marked entity

◦

tui-name: The human readable name of the UMLS semantic type for the marked
entity
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4.4 Content
The corpus contains documents with the following characteristics:
CouchDb

Wikipedia

6950

5518

Minimum

2148

1207

Median

74387

6436

Mean

81312

7794

Maximum

634961

62722

891

773

Median

10118

3556

Mean

12059

4302

Maximum

92568

30428

Minimum

215

200

Median

1918

651

Mean

2410

789

Maximum

17636

2000

Minimum

200

200

Median

768

651

Mean

836

789

Number of documents

Characters in
original HTML:

Minimum
Non-markup
characters, as
parsed out by GATE

Total tokens:

Tokens within
content annotations
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Maximum

2000

2000

4.5 Current status of manual annotation
The manual correction of the above documents is ongoing. Sixty annotators have been recruited and
trained, of which 14 are actively annotating so far. Each document in the corpus is being corrected by
five annotators. The table below shows the documents that have been distributed to annotators so far,
and how many annotators have completed these documents. The total documents column gives the
total number of sets of document corrections. So for example, if a document has so far been corrected
3 times, it will contribute 3 to this column.

Number of documents

Number of annotators
correcting these document so
far:

Total documents

20

5

100

5

4

20

6

3

18

41

2

82

6

1

6

Total number of documents annotated:

226

5 Conclusion
In order to build a multi-lingual search and access system for biomedical information and documents,
the Khresmoi project requires machine-based recognition of medical entities. Machine recognition of
entities is being achieved by coupling automatic recognition of entities with manual correction, in an
iterative machine learning approach. This report has described the manual data being collected as a
result of that correction, and which accompanies this report. The manual data is a valuable resource
beyond Khresmoi, of potential use in training and evaluating other biomedical language processing
applications.
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